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On Randomization, modeling and experimental design; a new example in an old discussion. Aart F. de Vos; October 1987. This paper is a modern variant of one of the early debates in statistics: the question whether to randomize experiments or to rely on model building. For historical reasons the -very general-discussion is in terms of a famous problem: the estimation of the difference in yield of two breeds of corn. It is shown that the use of a simple robust model to take variations in soil fertility into account leads to inference and experimental design that outperforms the inference from randomized experiments by far. The point is not new, but the example is simple and powerful. As for most statisticians randomization is still a paradigm such an example may contribute to the renewed discussion. The subject is tackled from an econometrie viewpoint, supplemented with some references to old and new statistical literature.
My distrust of randomization
Personal intuitive distrust of randomization is the main motive behind this paper. I even think that this was the first distrust of statistical methodology that occurred to me. About twenty years ago, during my first courses in Statistics, I heard about the historical discussions on experimental design in Statistics. The quintessence, written down from my memory (second thoughts after reading some literature will follow) was as follows:
Suppose one has a piece of land subdivided into a large number of plots.
Furthermore, one has two breeds of corn and one wants to know which has a higher yield. What is the best experimental design, consisting of selecting plots to seed both breeds, measuring yields per plot and drawing conclusions?
The problem is that there are variations in soil fertility: neighboring plots may be supposed to have correlated deviations from mean fertility.
Therefore it seems unwise to use all plots in the south for breed 1 and all plots in the north for breed 2: differences in yield may be caused by differences in fertility. One of the alternatives with more intuitive appeal is to consider the land as a chessboard, using the white plots for breed 1 and the black plots for breed 2. Many devices like that were suggested in the early literature on experimental design. But then the father of modern statistics, Sir Ronald Fisher arrived and said that this procedure would lead to biased judgments because the differences in fertility faced by the two breeds would have smaller variances than the differences within each group, so estimation and testing procedures that neglect this fact would be biased. So would other designs yield other biases. He argued that there is only one satisfactory solution:
randomizing the experiment. This enables the statistician to make mathematically justified statements about the probability of outcomes of the experiment (before drawing the sample).
My uneasy feeling about this was primarily based on what I now know to be the problem of "unwanted random assignments", first put forward by "Student" (1937): suppose one performs the experiment and by coincidence the randomized sample is just the chessboard, or, even worse, the northsouth division. The outcome of the experiment is then equal to something one wanted to avoid, how can such a procedure be justified?
Being an econome trician I did not worry much about the problem: econometricians tend to work with the horrible experimental designs of administrators and other people who are not interested in inference at all, or -in time series-with experimental designs that must be attributed to Keynes' "animal spirits". They are supposed to make the best of it. Perhaps this is the reason that mainstream econometrics is concerned with conditional models: at least these have the advantage that randomization of the conditioning variables is not essential (Leamer(1983) ).
The old doubts got my renewed interest when I was recently confronted with a field where randomization plays an even more curious part. In auditing samples are drawn from items in financial statements. The items may wholly or partially be wrong. The goal is to make statements on the total error amount in the population, based upon known errors in a sample. The predominant methodology is "monetary unit sampling" (MUS):
pretend that all items are put in random order and that each n'th dollar is drawn. Check the items containing drawn dollars and compute the number of false dollars, pretending that in a partially wrong item the false dollars are all in the beginning (or at the end, but make a choice before drawing). In this example a more serious aspect of randomization becomes apparent: deliberately a lot of information is put aside to obtain "objective" statements. The discussions in some old and new literature.
A nice description of the historical discussions on randomization is
given by Picard (1980) . My summary is mainly based on this. Fisher exposed his ideas on the necessity of randomization starting first in Fisher (1925) . He rejected all previ'ous and subsequent systematic designs among which the "Knight move, the "Diagonal"and the "Half Strip Drill". His main argument against these proposals was that these gave no valid estimate of the error component. He admitted that real errors were probably smaller than in the randomized experiment, but argued that their computation was unclear.
His main opponent was "Student". The essence of the debate is in "Student"'s reply on Fisher discussing "Student"(1936): "He says to me 'your half drill strips have no validity and conclusions cannot be drawn from them' . I say to him 'your errors are so large that no conclusions are drawn'. Neither of these criticisms is true and one is about as good as any other." The end of this discussion is the posthumous article "Student" (1937) , introducing the problem of bad random designs, proposing another design, the "Doublé Sandwich".
Though much has been written on experimental design since, many questions concerning the relative merits of systematic design as opposed to randomization have yet to be resolved (Picard (1980, p 57 ) and unwanted random assignments are still seen as a "philosophical problem" (Holschuh (1980 p.44) In other words: once the sample has been drawn inference only depends on this sample. And if the selection method does not involve the parameters one wants to say something about, the way the sample is drawn is irrelevant. This is not only a Bayesian viewpoint, but a general feature of model based inference. The likelihood may involve the postulated natural random component as well as the sampling scheme, and may be decomposed into the likelihood of the sample and the likelihood of the endogenous variable given the sample. Thus the sampling scheme need not be random, it may be chosen to be most informative.
The main argument for randomization that remains in this view is that the sample must be representative for the population one wants to say something about. This argument seems more relevant in survey sampling than in experimental design. Fienberg and Tanur (1987) give a review of the literature on survey sampling and experimental design, their differences and resemblances. Striking is the multitude of methodologies that appear in this review, for a large part differing in their appeal to randomization arguments. Orthodox pure randomizers appear to be rare, but mainstream statistical literature applies forms of restricted randomization. The model building view is slowly gaining, which is illustrated by the fact that Fienberg and Tanur end their article with a fundamental treatment of issues in model based inference.
An interesting vision trying to reconcile randomizers and model builders is represented by Cheng and Li (1987) . They put the matter as a choice of criterion. Randomizers are minimax: their action is the best if circumstances are the worst, the suggested models being completely wrong. Model builders minimize the Mean Squared Error, conditional upon their model. Application of a generalized criterion, ranging from minimax to MSE leads to some solution in between.
Before turning to my down-to-earth example let me paraphrase the discussion:
The funny thing about randomization is that as soon as one knows why it is done, a better alternative is available. In some cases it will be possible to incorporate knowledge on the disturbing factor into a model.
Investigating the effect of a drug while blood pressure may be supposed to effect it asks for a model using blood pressure as an explanatory variable. In other cases -like soil fertility-there is no explicit measure of the disturbing factor but it is known which observations may be supposed to suffer from similar biases. In other words, something is known about the correlation structure of the disturbances. This is the case I will address.
A simple problem: experimental design in one dimension.
As an example I take the plots of land from the prewar discussion, but to simplify things I suppose that they are all in one line and plots is taken into account, and the main assumption is that fertility variations are stationary.
The most relevant aim is an estimate of aya^ with minimal mean squared error: one is not so much interested in the average yields as such on the plots, but assumes implicitly that the difference in yields is more or less stable in other circumstances. I will consider four strategies.
A.Randomization and abstinence from a model
A Standard classical approach would be to randomize the experiment. Let us say by tossing a coin for each plot to determine which breed will be used. Next the average yields for the two breeds are compared, using an estimate of o . The autocorrelation is not incorporated, using the argument that the randomized disturbances no longer show correlation.
Then the estimate a-i -a.^ of ct-^-ci2 is unbiased and has variance (V 1 + V 1 ) -u 2 and the first thing to note is that it is wise to take n-^=n2=n/2.
Restricted randomization may accomplish this leading to:
We will come back upon this evaluation of the variance in the treatment of strategy D.
B.Randomization and estimation with a model
A more efficiënt way to estimate 0^-02,, incorporating knowledge of p, is generalized least squares. This optimal estimation procedure, may, deleting some information from the first plot be performed by ordinary least squares on
The resulting covariance matrix for a-^, a 2 is easily evaluated using the fact that it depends on the occurrence of combinations of both breeds on neighboring plots, so with p known it depends on four statistics, or rather three as the total sample size is known. Counting the combinations one gets:
n-^ times 1,1 ti2i times 0,1 n-io times 1,0 n 22 times 0,0 the covariance matrix of (ai,a 2 ) is the inverse of: 
a + b -2c appears to be (n-Q+n 2 -L+n-^2+n 22 )(l-p) , thus independent from 2 the design, but ab-c is not.
To simplify things I only consider designs where n 2 -i=n-| 2 and n iy^^-22' known from restricted randomization (Latin Squares).
Some calculations lead to:
ab-2c -n u 2 (l-p) 4 + 2n 11 n 12 (l-p) 2 (l+p 2 ) + n 12 2 (l-p 2 ) which can be rewritten as ab-2c -(n n + n 12 ) ((l-p) 4 n n + (1-p 2 ) 2 n 12 )
In the randomized experiment the expected outcome is n » n =n -n ^n/4. Conditioning upon this (which is almost the same as taking expectations) the "randomized GLS estimator" (rGLS) has variance:
which is smaller than (3) as it should be.
C. Experiment al design tising a model
The most interesting situation arises when one wonders whether the fact that there is autocorrelation may be used for a better experimental
design. This appears to be simple in this case. One has to maximize ab2c from (6). As
one must (for p>0) simply take n^2 as large as possible:
n 12 = n / 2 ' n ll ™ °* Conclusion: for any value of p>0 the alternating design is optimal in combination with the GLS estimation procedure. For p -0 the design does not matter. For p -1 the formulae must be revised somewhat, but it is trivial that one must take the alternating design: subsequent plots with the same breed give no information at all. For p<0 (8) shows that one has to take as many neighboring plots with the same breed as possible.
This case does not seem very relevant in practice.
Confining ourselves to p>0 the result of the optimal combination of experimental design and estimation procedure appears to be:
VAR(a 1 -a 2 ) opt -(4/n)<r e 2 * (1+p)' 2 (9) Table 1 sununarizes the efficiency of the estimators (7) and (9) compared to (3) The possible gains are quite spectacular. Of course one has to keep in mind that in practice p is not known and the appropriateness of the AR(1) model may be questioned. This leads to some loss of efficiency.
The estimation problem is asymptotically negligible but the effect of the specification problem remains a snag. The robustness of inference within the class of ARMA models with respect to the choice of the model is the main argument to attach little weight to this argument. As Sneek(1985) has shown many members of the ARMA family are very much alike.
A striking fact is that the optimal design does not depend on p (supposing p>0). This suggests that some rather general rule may be given, possibly that alternating designs (in space as well as on a line) are always useful in case of positive correlations.
D.Model-based evaluation of the Standard estimator
The difference between mean yields per breed, which I denote as bi-bo will normally be the Standard reported estimate of a-^-a^. Therefore it is interesting to look at the properties of this estimator under different designs and models.
In the randomized design the variance conditional upon the outcome of the randomization -restricted here to the case n-^-^ -n/2 -may be evaluated as follows:
^1"^2 = a l" a 2 + (2/n) S^s^u^) with si -1 if breed 1 is at plot i and s-^ --1 if breed 2 is at plot i.
with m£ S the number of times that plots i places apart contain the same breed and m^j the number of times this is different.
The expected value of (10) in the class of randomized results is (3):
E(m^s-m£ ( j) -0. Given the sample this is not true and one might say that (3) is biased.
A rather funny result emerges if one calculates (10) for the alternating design
2 2 -1 asymptotically this is equal to (2/n) CT U (l-p)(l+p) , which is the same as that of the optimal estimator in (9). On closer inspection this is as it should be: the classical and the GLS estimators coincide in the alternating design (a proof is given at the and of this paper). This result is probably specific for the AR(1) model. Still it is amusing to conclude that randomizing throws away the optimal design and the optimal estimation procedure, while the optimal design and the classical estimation procedure do the job perfectly, if only a model is used to evaluate the variances.
Non stationary situations
Working conditional upon a model has one drawback: one is not certain that the model is correct. What one would like to show is that this does not matter much: if the model is approximately correct (by estimation and testing this may be assured) the inference should be approximately correct.
In time series the most interesting problems with respect to models that are empirically close but may lead to important differences in inference arise when one model is stationary and one is not. It will be shown that in our example this problem is not severe. And what is more: model based inference using the alternating design is robust, whereas the randomization concept breaks down when non-stationarity is involved.
An interesting feature of the formulae (7) and (9) is that the results remain valid for p=»>l. p-l, the "random walk in fertility" may seem an odd choice but nonstationary changes in fertility are certainly a possibility,'if only because in different places in the world there are widely different circumstances. Models that result as the sum of some slow nonstationary change and an AR(1) model may well be appropriate.
And for nonstationary circumstances randomization is no longer justified in the sense used in strategy A: the fertility of a plot can not be seen as a drawing from a fixed distribution; the variances of the disturbance term differ for different plots (for finite samples this may be o evaluated) and the estimate of CT U loses its meaning. Model-based evaluation of differences in yields remains valid. And the alternating design is far superior to any other design.
The model mentioned above is y^ = Xa + d^ + Uj^
u i = ^ui-l + c i with ^^ and e^ independent white noise processes.
This implies
where L is the lag-operator, X is a transformation of the matrix X; v^ is a new white noise process defined by the equivalence -, which is based on the equality of variance and covariances of the processes at 2 both sides. These equalities permit one to express •& and a v as 2 2 2 functions of p,Oc and CT £ . If o» is small v^ resembles e-, •& is close to 1 and the difference with model (2) will be hard to detect empirically.
In the alternating design the first differences contain the Information on the difference in yields straightforwardly:
with S -ai -atn Unfortunately the model is clearly wrong: in audit populations most items are correct and some are completely or largely wrong. This is in contradiction with the Poisson hypothesis. Cox and Snell (1979) suggested a model with a small probability of an error and an exponential distribution of the error size in case of an error. I.a.
Neter and Godfrey (1985) and Moors and Janssens(1987) study the applicability on audit populations. A funny aspect of the Cox-Snell model is that if it is right small items are as informative as large items, so it is no longer necessary to draw items with probabilities proportional to their sizes (the modern variant of MUS). If it is cheaper to check small items, the auditor could even restrict himself to these. But again, the model is probably wrong. I do not believe that an error of 5 in an item of 10 is as informative as an error of 5000 in an item of 10000.
It would be nice if a robust general model could be developed for audit populations, like in the soil fertility case. This is not simple.
Moreover the small number of items containing errors in audit samples prevents efficiënt estimation of crucial parameters regarding the error size. Empirical Bayesian methods, investigating many different samples to obtain priors for the error size may solve this problem.
As to randomization: apart from the necessity to prevent fraud by giving each item a probability of being checked, there are little arguments for it. In f act if one is interested in the probability of an error conditional upon the reported item, one may develop a systematic design for reported items. Looking at the conditional probabilities has moreover an advantage: the sizes of the reported items that are not in the sample are known, and this information may be used for statements on the total error.
The harm that may be done by orthodox randomization is the main correspondence between the fertility and the audit example. The audit example shows however that the way to a model that can be trusted is not always as easy as the fertility example might suggest. series" Free University Press, Amsterdam. "Student" (1936) . "Co-operation in Large Scale Experiments" Supplement to Applications" Preliminary version of monograph, obtainable from the author.
